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DELIVERABLE D2.3.1 
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION TOOLS 

AND ANALYSIS OF THE QIPC VIRTUAL OBSERVATORY 
 
 
The purpose of this task was to further exploit the invaluable asset represented by the plethora 
of different QIPC-related data collected by the previous CAs in the field – most notably the 
QUIE2T predecessors ERA-Pilot QIST and QUROPE –, and reorganized as well as updated 
by the QUIE2T WP1. 

 

To be sure, some of the original objectives, e.g. the application of appropriate visualization 
tools for particular data sets has been reached (for example the integration of Google maps 
showing the location of the groups appearing in the Research Groups database, implemented 
in collaboration with WP1 and WP3); however some of the planned tools, especially the ones 
related to the bibliometric analysis and visualization of the field, have been postponed. 

This choice has been dictated by the inclusion of the QIPC field as a case study in the final 
report of the “Impact of FET Research Initiatives” (IFETRI) commissioned by the EC to the 
German VDI Technologiezentrum (project number SMART 2009/0052). As a result, the 
QIPC case study leader Dr. Dirk Holtmanspötter has contacted us asking support for both the 
preparation of the actual report as well as the establishment of precise criteria helping in the 
delineation of the QIPC analysis based on bibliometric indicators.  

After an internal consultation it was agreed to offer our expertise to IFETRI; specifically it 
was decided to divert the needed man power for helping VDI in devising the correct research 
queries for interrogating the available database. The result of the analysis is now available at 

http://studies.cwts.nl/projects/ifetri 

 

where one can also see the aforementioned queries by clicking on the Delineation tab). Let us 
remark, in order to set the record straight, that it was QUIE2T WP2 that has (happily) agreed 
to work towards the goal of the IFETRI initiative, and not the other way round. 

Notwithstanding the effort profused by both parties, the results obtained through standard 
queries have to be taken with great care at best, while sometimes they do not return a faithful 
representation of reality (especially when the scientific output of single individuals is asked 
for), and many complaints where filed to the CA from visible members of the field.  
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This has imposed a thorough reflection on bibliometric tools in general, since it is intrinsic of 
the nature of these sensible tools to return values that have little meaning if not supplied with 
complementary information. In addition, this effort turned out to be questioned by the vast 
majority of the community (a similar initiative in ERA-Pilot QIST – namely a benchmarking 
exercise of QIPC groups – was abandoned for essentially the same reasons), and the QUIE2T 
Consortium thinks of its mission in terms of a service to the community, which represents our 
major stakeholder. 

 

Thus we considered our experience on bibliometric analysis (intended as indicators mainly 
linked to citations and scientific production) concluded with the IFETRI study, and turn our 
attention on different indicators. One of these has been identified as the classification of at 
least 1/3 of the scientific production of the FP7 QIPC projects hosted at the qurope.eu portal 
according to the QICS in order to possibly identify (through the deployment of appropriate 
filtering) the more active fields of research under the QIPC umbrella. 
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